Differential receptor arrays and assays for solution-based molecular recognition.
Nature has inspired an emergent supramolecular field of synthetic receptor arrays and assays for the pattern-based recognition of various bioanalytes and metal species. The synthetic receptors are not necessarily selective for a particular analyte, but the combined signal response from the array is diagnostic for the analyte. This tutorial review describes recent work in the literature for this emerging supramolecular field and details basic array and assay design principles. We review the analytes targeted, signaling types used, and pattern recognition. Developing specific receptors for the solution-based analysis of complex analytes and mixtures is a daunting task. A solution to this difficult task has been inspired by nature's use of arrays of receptors in the senses of taste and smell. An emerging field within supramolecular chemistry is the use of synthetic and readily available receptors in array formats for the detection of analytes in solution. Each receptor in a differential array does not necessarily have selectivity for a particular analyte, but the combined fingerprint response can be extracted as a diagnostic pattern visually, or using chemometric tools. This new genre of molecular recognition is advancing rapidly with several groups developing novel array platforms and receptors.